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We propose a measure of the stability of composite fermions (CF’s) at even-denominator Landau-
level filling fractions. Assuming Landau-level mixing effects are not strong, we show that the CF
liquid at ν = 2 + 1/2 in the n = 1 Landau level cannot exist and relate this to the absence of a
hierarchy of incompressible states for filling fractions 2+1/3 < ν < 2+2/3. We find that a polarized
CF liquid should exist at ν = 2 + 1/4. We also show that, for CF states, the variation with system
size of the ground state energy of interacting electrons follows that for non-interacting particles in
zero magnetic field. We use this to estimate the CF effective masses.
Two-dimensional systems of electrons in magnetic
fields, corresponding to Landau-level filling fractions with
even denominator, were for a long time mysterious.
Halperin, Lee and Read (HLR) partially cleared up this
mystery [1], when they identified the low-temperature
phase of fully spin-polarised electrons at filling fraction
ν = 1/2, as Fermi liquids of composite fermions (CF’s)
[2,3]. This theory accounted for the available experimen-
tal observations [4,5] for systems at or close to ν = 1/2.
HLR pointed out that their CF formalism easily general-
izes to other filling fractions and to higher Landau levels
(LL’s), where, if applicable, it describes a Fermi liquid
phase for spin-polarised electrons at all even-denominator
filling fractions.
Here we analyse microscopically the stability of the CF
state. We propose a definition of the ‘binding energy’ of
flux quanta to electrons, which we argue puts an upper
bound on the stability of CF’s. We also show that, al-
though the formalism for CF generalizes to higher LL’s,
the stability of the Fermi liquid state depends strongly on
LL index. This leads us to predict that the polarised CF-
liquid cannot be stable at ν = 5/2. We also predict that
at ν = 9/4, the polarised CF-liquid will be stable and
should show up clearly in experiment. Our calculations
suggest that this state is more strongly stabilised than its
counterpart in the lowest LL at ν = 1/4 (although it may
not be much easier to observe, because only 1/9 of the
electrons would actually form the correlated state.) Fi-
nally, we use the variation with system size of the ground
state energy to estimate the CF effective masses.
Our results leave open the question of what is the
nature of the polarized state at ν = 5/2. It has been
known for some time that the behaviour at filling frac-
tions ν = 5/2 is anomalous, with some samples showing a
plateau in the Hall conductivity, σxy [6,7]. These anoma-
lies disappear in a tilted magnetic field and are thought to
be associated with an incompressible non-fully polarized
ground state [8,9], which is destabilized by a sufficiently
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large Zeeman energy. Our results show that the polarized
ground state at ν = 5/2, which forms in this large Zee-
man/high density limit, will not be a simple CF-liquid, at
least in the absence of strong LL-mixing. (Although pre-
liminary surface acoustic wave measurements [5] show no
evidence at ν = 5/2 for the ‘free fermion-like’ resonances
expected for CF’s, this may reflect a non-fully polarized
incompressible ground state.)
A trial wavefunction for the CF liquid ground state
at ν = 1/2 has been written down for N electrons in
the lowest (n = 0) LL [10]. In the symmetric gauge
A = (B/2)(y,−x, 0) and using the complex position co-
ordinate for the j’th electron zj = xj + iyj, it is
ψn=0CF = Pn=0det|e
ikαri |ψ
(0)
2 (1)
ψ
(0)
2 =
N∏
i<j
(zi − zj)
2 exp−
∑
k
|zk|
2/4l20. (2)
The operator Pn=0 projects the wavefunction on the n =
0 LL. l0 is the magnetic length. The factor ψ
(0)
2 takes care
of the singular gauge transformation which describes the
formation of the CF’s [11], which can then be thought
of as occupying the N lowest-lying single-particle states
labelled by the momenta {kα}. In Jain’s original picture
[2], the determinant is just the wavefunction describing
N filled LL’s with N →∞, which is the limit B = 0.
Read has suggested that the stability of the CF sea
follows from the low energy associated with the Laughlin
(bosonic) state, ψ
(0)
2 , which places all the zeros in the
many-body wavefunction at the positions of the particles
[12]. The projection operator and the factors eikαrj move
one of the zeros in the wavefunction ψ
(0)
2 , considered as
a function of the coordinate zj , away from the positions
of the other particles by an amount proportional to kα.
Filling the lowest momentum states therefore keeps the
zeros as close as possible to the particle positions in an
antisymmetric wavefunction. It is therefore natural to
associate the energy difference between the true ground
state energy for fermions and the energy ψ
(0)
2 with a de-
generacy temperature for the CF’s.
To measure the stability of CF against the ‘unbinding’
of their flux tubes (zeros in the wavefunction), we com-
pare the energy of ψ
(0)
2 to that of a system at the same
density but with pair correlation function corresponding
to ψ
(0)
1 . A state with N particles in the lowest LL at the
same filling fraction as ψ
(0)
CF can be written as a product
ψ
(0)
1 PN−1, where PN−1 is a symmetric polynomial of or-
der (N − 1). In calculating the reference energy we write
the polynomial PN−1 =
∏
i,k(zi − ηk), and assume that
the positions of the (N − 1) zeros, ηk, are randomly dis-
tributed over the area of the system. Using Laughlin’s
plasma analogy [13], we see that the zeros at ηk act as
point charges for the electrons, so that averaging over
their positions just renormalizes the background charge
in the plasma and leads to the pair correlation function
2
associated with ψ
(0)
1 . This reference energy is also the
mean interaction energy at temperatures larger than the
condensation energy for the CF state but still small with
respect to the Zeeman energy and the LL splitting.
The state ψ
(0)
CF is easily generalized to filling fractions
ν = 1/2m by multiplying ψ
(0)
CF by ψ
(0)
2m−2. This state then
has the maximum number, (2m− 1), of zeros at the par-
ticle positions and the remaining zero bound as closely as
possible to the particle positions consistent with fermion
statistics. Here, the CF state will only be stabilised, if it
pays energetically for the system to ‘bind’ this remaining
zero. We therefore test the energy of the CF ‘vacuum’
state ψ
(0)
2m against the energy of a system at the same den-
sity with pair correlation function associated with ψ
(0)
2m−1.
Generalizing to higher LL’s (without accounting for LL-
mixing) is also straightforward [14]. We apply the prod-
uct operator α+ =
∏
i(a
+
i ), where a
+
i is the LL raising
operator for the i’th particle, to the corresponding wave-
function in the lowest LL:
ψ
(n)
CF,m =
(
α+
)n
ψ
(0)
CF,m (3)
For a filling fraction of the n’th Landau level νn = 1/2m,
the stability of the CF state should be determined by
whether the state ψ
(n)
2m offers a significant gain in en-
ergy with respect to the state at the same density with
pair correlation function from ψ
(n)
2m−1. (The operation
described by α+ is in fact simple to implement, as the
operators, a+i , leave all the intra-LL quantum numbers
unaffected. In particular, there is a simple mapping asso-
ciated with α+ for the pair correlation function for elec-
trons in the n’th LL on the surface of a sphere, g(n)(θ).
Here θ measures the spherical angle between two par-
ticles. If we write g(n)(θ) =
∑2S
λ=0 g
(n)
λ Yλ0(θ, φ), where
2S is the flux through the sphere and Yλm are spherical
harmonics, then g
(1)
λ = g
(0)
λ (1− λ(λ + 1)/2S) [7].)
We have calculated the energy of electrons on a sphere
described by the wavefunctions ψ
(n)
2 and ψ
(n)
4 for both
n = 0 and n = 1 using Monte Carlo simulations with up
to 24 particles, but ignoring LL-mixing effects. We com-
pare these with the energy of systems described by ψ
(n)
1
and ψ
(n)
3 at the same density in Table 1. Both ψ
(0)
2 and
ψ
(0)
4 describe systems with significant energy gain with
respect to the reference states ψ
(0)
1 and ψ
(0)
3 . The gain is
less for ψ
(0)
4 than for ψ
(0)
2 reflecting the slow decay with
angular momentum of the pseudopotentials characteriz-
ing the Coulomb interaction [15]. Taking the dielectric
constant ǫ = 13 for GaAs, the gain for ψ
(0)
2 is equivalent
to a temperature 4.6K for the density ρ ∼ 0.6× 1015m−2
of the samples used in [5]. This would be consistent with
the observation of CF-associated conductivity anomalies
up to temperatures > 4K in those samples.
Table 1 shows that the picture in the n = 1 LL is very
different. The energy of a system of particles described
by ψ
(1)
2 is in fact higher for the Coulomb interaction than
3
a system described by ψ
(1)
1 at the same density. On the
other hand ψ
(1)
4 has a significantly lower energy than the
reference state ψ
(1)
3 . These results suggest that the CF
state is stabilized at ν1 = 1/4 but should not form for
filling fraction ν1 = 1/2. This would be in line with ex-
periments [16] which show evidence for the hierarchy of
incompressible polarized states at odd denominator fill-
ing fractions 1/5 < ν1 < 1/3, but not at 1/3 < ν1 < 2/3.
(These incompressible states correspond to filled Landau
levels for CF’s [1,17].) The high energy associated with
ψ
(1)
2 would also make unlikely the formation of the n = 1
counterparts of the spin-singlet incompressible fluids, like
the so-called ‘332’ state at ν0 = 2/5. The stability of
these states is due basically to the low Coulomb energy
associated with the factor ψ
(0)
2 [18].
We can test the claim that a CF liquid state will form
at ν1 = 1/4 but not at ν1 = 1/2 by considering the
ground state angular momentum. Rezayi and Read (RR)
[10] have shown that, if the CF state is formed for a
system of N particles on a sphere pierced by 2S = 2(N−
1) flux units on a sphere, then the angular momentum
of the ground state should be the same as that expected
on the basis of Hund’s second rule for electrons in zero
magnetic flux [19]. We have calculated the ground state
energy and angular momentum for systems with up to
nine particles at νn = 1/4, (2S = 4(N − n− 1)), and up
to twelve particles at νn = 1/2, (2S = 2(N − n− 1)), for
n = 0 and n = 1 (again ignoring LL-mixing). At ν0 =
1/2, ν0 = 1/4 and ν1 = 1/4, the angular momentum of
the ground state of the interacting system of N particles
follows the RR prediction, L:
N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
L 0 2 3 3 2 0 3 5 6
L′ 2 0 1 1 2 0 1 3 0
However, at ν1 = 1/2 there is no correlation between
the ground state angular momentum L′ and the value
predicted by RR. Taken together with the high energy
associated with ψ
(1)
2 , this rules out the CF state at ν1 =
1/2, when LL-mixing effects are weak.
We have also checked the validity of the mapping (3)
between CF ground states in different LL’s. We evalu-
ate the overlap, < ψ(1)|α+ψ(0) >, where the ψ(n) are the
exact ground states in the n’th LL for the Coulomb in-
teraction with ν1 = ν0. For the CF trial states (1), (3)
this overlap is one while, for the exact ground states for
a Coulomb interaction, one would expect it to be large.
We find that, for ν1 = 1/4, the overlap is larger than
0.975 for 4 ≤ N ≤ 9 particles, while for ν1 = 1/2 it is
either zero, when L′ 6= L, or very small.
The origin of the high energy of a system described by
ψ
(1)
2 can be seen in the small r limit of the pair correlation
function, g(r), [7]. In Figure 1(a), we show g(r) for ψ
(1)
2
and ψ
(1)
1 . The Figure shows that, whereas g(r) → 0
as r → 0 for ψ
(1)
1 (as it must on account of the Pauli
principle), g(0) is non-zero and large for ψ
(1)
2 . At the
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same time we see in Figure 1(b) that, for the state ψ
(1)
4 ,
the probability of finding two particles close together is
reduced with respect to that for the state ψ
(1)
3 .
The pair correlation function for a many-body wave-
function is determined by the amplitudes it ascribes to
states of relative angular momentum foro pairs of par-
ticles. In the wavefunctions, ψ
(n)
m , all configurations in
which pairs of particles have relative angular momentum
less thanm are excluded. The reason why, in higher LL’s,
this does not lead to a small probability that particles
come close together, is implicit in work on incompress-
ible states [14,20] but can be adapted to our analysis of
the CF states fairly easily.
The wavefunction for any pair of electrons can be writ-
ten in terms of their relative and centre of mass (CoM)
coordinates, z and Z. If both electrons are in the low-
est LL then so is their relative and CoM motion, and (in
a rotationally invariant system) the pair wavefunctions
would be of the form
ψ
(0)
jJ (z1, z2) = φ
(0)
j (z)Φ
(0)
J (Z), (4)
where φ
(0)
j and Φ
(0)
J describe motion in the n = 0 LL with
relative and CoM angular momenta, j and J . When the
two electrons are both in the n’th LL, the corresponding
pair wavefunction is found by acting with (a+1 a
+
2 )
n on
the wavefunction ψ
(0)
jJ . In terms of the raising operators
for CoM and relative motion, A+ and a+, we find
ψ
(n)
jJ (z1, z2) =
(
A+
2
− a+
2
)n
φ
(0)
j (z)Φ
(0)
J (Z), (5)
so that the wavefunction for relative motion can be in
any of the 0, 2, 4, . . . 2n’th LL’s. For all j < 2n with
j even, at least one of these φ
(2l)
j (z) is non-zero when
|z| → 0. Thus for even m, excluding relative angular
momentum less than m in a many-body wavefunction
(as in ψ
(n)
m ), does not suppress configurations in which
pairs of particles come close together unless m > 2n.
By matching the variation with system size of the
ground state energy to that expected for a CF liquid, we
can estimate the CF effective masses [21]. The ground
state energy per particle ofN non-interacting fermions on
a sphere is (2h¯2/ma2N2)
∑N
i li(li+1). Here a is the ion
disc radius for the particles of mass m, and the li are the
angular momenta of the N lowest energy single-particle
states. This energy can be written (h¯2/ma2)(1 − δ(N)),
where δ(N) = 1/N , for filled shells, and 0 ≤ δ(N) < 1/N
otherwise. The variation with system size in a sequence
of L = 0 ground states at fixed filling fraction is also
known to be proportional to 1/N [22], where the 1/N
corrections for particles on a sphere relate to its curva-
ture and depend on the precise definition of the inter-
particle separation [23]. We would like to eliminate such
background corrections to obtain a best estimate of the
systematic variation of the ground state energy with an-
gular momentum. We therefore subtract a ‘filled shell’
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equivalent energy, Efs(N) = e0−e1/N , from the ground
state energy for each N , and compare the result with the
corresponding result, (h¯2/ma2)(δ(N) − 1/N), expected
for free fermions. We use the N = 4 and N = 9 particle
ground state energies to determine the coefficients e0 and
e1. The results at ν0 = 1/2 and ν1 = 1/4 are shown in
Figure 2.
The close agreement between the energies at ν0 = 1/2
and those of the non-interacting fermions apparent from
Figure 2 allows us to estimate effective masses of the CFs.
We find that, in the relation [1]:
h¯2
m∗
=
C
(4πρ(n))1/2
e2
ǫ
, (6)
where ρ(n) is the number density of electrons in the
n’th LL and ǫ is the dielectric constant, the constant
C = 0.20± 0.02. This differs from the result, C ≈ 0.31,
quoted in [1]. However, this may relate to the enhance-
ment expected for m∗ as ν → 1/2. (Our results are for
systems at ν = 1/2, whereas the estimate of [1] was based
on the scaling of gap energies with filling fraction for in-
compressible states away from ν = 1/2.) Similar analyses
give C ≈ 0.1± 0.02 at ν0 = 1/4 and C ≈ 0.18± 0.02 at
ν1 = 1/4, although these figures ignore the low ground
state energies for six and seven particles which we find
for both n = 0 and n = 1.
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FIG. 1. The pair correlation function, g(r), for systems
of nine particles. The upper panel shows g(r) for systems
described by ψ
(1)
1 , ψ
(1)
2 (see 3) and by the exact (Coulomb)
ground state wavefunction at ν1 = 1/2. The lower panel
shows g(r) for ψ
(1)
3 , ψ
(1)
4 and for the exact ground state wave-
function at ν1 = 1/4. The large value of g(r) as r → 0 for ψ
(1)
2
leads to a high energy per particle (Table I), and makes the
formation of CF’s energetically unfavourable. However, ψ
(1)
4
has significantly more weight at small r than the reference
state ψ
(1)
3 . This leads to a large energy gain for the bind-
ing of the additional zero in the wavefunction and implies a
well-stabilised CF-liquid state at ν1 = 1/4.
FIG. 2. The ground state energy minus the respec-
tive ‘filled shell’ equivalent energies for non-interacting free
fermions and for interacting electrons at ν0 = 1/2 and
at ν1 = 1/4 on the surface of a sphere. The con-
stant C in (6) is taken as 0.2 at ν0 = 1/2 and 0.18 at
ν1 = 1/4. (In units of e
2/ǫa(n), the filled shell equivalent
energies for electrons are Efs(N) = −0.9321 − 0.0830/N at
ν0 = 1/2, Efs(N) = −1.0205 − 0.0028/N at ν0 = 1/4 and
Efs(N) = −0.8825 + 0.0047/N at ν1 = 1/4.)
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TABLE I. The energy per particle of a system of
particles described by ψ
(n)
m . The energy difference,
E
(n)
cf (
1
2m
) = E(ψ
(n)
2m) − E(ψ
(n)
2m−1), is a measure of the sta-
bility of a CF state. The positive figure for ν1 = 1/2 suggests
that the CF state will not form at this filling fraction. All
energies are in units of e2/ǫa(n) where a(n) = 1/(πρ(n))1/2
is the ion disc radius for the electrons in the n’th LL with
density ρ(n).
n ψ
(n)
1 ψ
(n)
2 E
(n)
cf (
1
2
) ψ
(n)
3 ψ
(n)
4 E
(n)
cf (
1
4
)
0 -0.886 -0.970 -0.084 -1.004 -1.022 -0.018
1 -0.664 -0.502 +0.162 -0.799 -0.889 -0.090
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